We Optimize Your Website for Search Engines

Achieve front page rankings on all the major search engines and a few minor ones too! If your
page content and code fail to accurately tell the search engines what you are all about, you
may not be indexed properly in their natural results.

Achieve front page rankings on all the major search engines and a few minor ones too!

Google * Yahoo * MSN * Ask

Search engine optimization services performed and delivered professionally from an ethical
SEO company for long lasting results.
Search engine optimization services from Web Store Experts is all about permanence. We
assess your website, plug the gaps and gradually launch your upward spiral to page one.
Search engine optimization has emerged today as the most cost-effective way to generate
business on the Internet since the major search engines do not charge you anything for being
listed in the organic results of their search engine results pages (SERPs.) Leverage this free
ride while it lasts by partnering with Web Store Experts and watch your profits soar to dizzying
heights of growth and success.

Highly Affordable SEO Company
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AT Web Store Experts, our optimization budget will never burn a hole in your corporate pocket
book. We treat every customer as our only customer and each package is tailored according to
your needs and expectations. Factors we consider include:

The size of your website and its focus area from a competitive standpoint
The geographical region you wish to target—the US, Canada, North America or
America and Europe

North

Your website’s design, navigation and functionality
Number of keywords you should optimize

Request a Price Quote Today!

The search engine professionals at Web Store Experts have decades of experience in the
online space and many years of highly qualified experience in managing a professionally run
SEO company. Strategies we will adopt and aggressively pursue so that you make it to the
front page in a matter of weeks include:
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On Page SEO
Website design and functionality
Using SEO friendly elements on your website
Minimizing Frame and Flash
Enhanced and updated XML site map
Meta data
Five point accessibility check for section 508 compliance

If your page content and code fail to accurately tell the search engines what you are all about,
you may not be indexed properly in their natural results.

Off Page SEO
-
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Domain SEO
Web hosting SEO
Link building
Press release and article marketing
Blog and forum marketing
Video optimization
Social media optimization

Your organization is a member of the World Wide Web or WWW. Your website needs to be
recognized as a real place to do real business and thousands of other websites need to link to
you to drive traffic, generate business and enhance revenues. May we help you?

So why not call the SEO Company you have learned to trust over the years and ask us to sky
rocket your position and ranking on the major search engine results pages. Request a free, no
obligation quote and let us work with each other to share success!
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